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WSU senior dies in car crash
Lauire Simon
WINONAN

What started as a weekend trip
home to plan their wedding
became a devastating event for
two Winona State University
seniors.
Nicole Zanoni, 21, died Thursday in a two-car collision near
Tomah, Wis. Her fiance and passenger in the car, Brian VanKleeck, is still recovering at Gunderson Lutheran Hospital in La
Crosse, Wis.

VanKleeck was officially
released from the Intensive Care
Unit Friday afternoon and was
able to obtain a four-hour hospital
leave to attend visitation services
held for Zanoni on Monday in
Madison, Wis. According to VanKleeck's stepfather Mr. Wilson,
the visitation went on late into the
night — well past open hours —
to accommodate the enormous
line of people waiting to get in.
VanKleeck's family was hopeful that he will be released from
the hospital on a monitory basis
.1•11

to attend Zanoni's funeral yesterday at St. Maria Gorhetti church
in Madison.
"Brian has a separated shoulder, broken ribs and headaches
from head injuries and will be
undergoing more tests." Wilson
said. "But he is doing well and all
of his injuries are improving —
the out-pouring from the school
and community of Winona has
been overwhelming. Words cannot even describe it."
Three
busloads
carrying
friends, sorority sisters, various

members of the Greek organization, faculty and supporters from
WSU traveled to Madison yesterday to attend the funeral.
"If Brian is able to attend, it
will do wonders for him to be
able to be around such a loving
and supportive network of people'," Wilson said.
Zanoni and VanKleeck left
Winona Thursday afternoon and
were going home to Madison to
arrange their plans for marriage.
The main intent of the couple's
trip was to look for a church and a

reception hall.
According to the Tomah
Police Department, Zanoni pulled
off Interstate 90 at the intersection of U.S. Highwayl6/East
Clifton Street around 5:30 p.m.
on Thursday. The vehicle of
Zanoni and VanKleeck, as it
pulled away from the stop sign to
cross traffic, was struck by a 16year-old Tomah area boy who
was driving east on Clifton.
Both were taken to Tomah

Nicole Zanoni and
Brian VanKleeck

See Nicole, Page 4
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Security
book
recovered
Jennifer Selby
WINONAN

A book containing residents'
social security numbers, which
was stolen from Lourdes Hall
Jan. 25, has been recovered.
Director of Security Don Walski said the book was returned to
him around 7 p.m. Jan. 29.
No criminal charges will be
filed, but the student who took
the book was turned over Shirley
Mounce, the judicial officer, so
his name is not being released.
Cal Winbush, vice president
of student affairs, said the student can choose to take his case
to Mounce or to the full judicial
board.
Walski was following involving the student, when he turned
the book in, saying that a friend
of his had taken it.
The student was hoping to get
the $500 reward offered by the
university for information leading to the return of the book —
used for checking residents into
their rooms after 11 p.m. Winbush said he did not receive the
reward, because he later admitted that he was the person who
stole the book.
The student told Walski he
had taken the book as a joke. He
saw that the guard was distracted

See Security, Page 4

New dorm
still in
the works
Sarah Goberville
WINONAN

The WSU Foundation hopes
to break ground this summer on
a new residence hall at Franklin
and Sarnia streets. The hall,
unnamed at this point, should be
completed in August 2003, in
time for fall semester, said John
Ferden, director of auxiliary services.
Planning for this residence
hall has been underway for the
past two years and has included
agreements between the WSU
Foundation, the Veterans of Foreign. Wars Post No. 1287 and
American Legion Post No. 9 to
share land. Also, a further step
required the executive approval
of the former president, Bill
Clinton, to convey land to the
WSU Foundation,' a non-profit
organization that works closely
with the Board of Trustees and
aids in the advancement of
Winona State University and the
development of an overall
diverse university.
See Dorm, Page 4
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Woody and Dylan Mason play guitar — between performances of picture books by WSU education students — for children at Saturday's
Reading on the Mall event at the Winona Mall.

Event helps inspire kids' love of reading
Sarah Kennon
WINONAN

"The most important thing about Reading on the
Mall is that it encourages parents to be involved in
their child's education," said education student Kristie
Eull.
The event, held Saturday at the Winona Mall, was
run by Education Department Professor Donna Helble,
and two of her classes, Children's Literature and Reading and Language Arts.
The students in Children's Literature put on performances about picture storybooks in small groups and
volunteered for two hours at the various booths set up
around the mall. Members of the Reading and Language Arts class compiled extension activities to go
along with certain types of books.
Eull, a student in the Children's Literature Class
said her group her group performed the story of "Cow-

boy Baby," written and illustrated by Sue Heap.
"It was really cute, I think the kids really liked it,"
Eull said.
Helble started Reading on the Mall 19 years ago
when she was an elementary teacher before she
became a professor at WSU.
"The International Reading Association declares
February 'I love to read' month," she explained, "We
'want to make a special effort to show children that we
promote reading at this time."
The day began at 9:30 a.m. with a storybook parade,
where people of all ages dresed as their favorite storybook characters. Winners in each age group would take
home a prize. Other events included the performances
put on by the classes, musical entertainment, celebrity
readers, food, a raffle booth, a book exchange area,
where children could trade books in, the make-it-andtake-it-puppet booth, an Arthur booth, a Madeline
booth, and "New this year, of course, A Harry Potter
booth," Helble said.

"I volunteered at the make-it-and-take-it-puppet
booth," Eull said. "I helped the kids color if they wanted help coloring, sometimes they came over and just
wanted to talk and we'd make puppets together. Other
kids wanted help cutting and gluing if they were too
young to do it themselves. There was a variety of ages
of kids there, their puppets were adorable."
Eull remembered two young girls who she made
puppets with.
"It's hard to imagine that these are the kids I could
be teaching in a few years," she said.
According to Helble, about 2,000 people came to
the event.
"There were a lot of people there, I was actually surprised, I didn't expect it to be such a big thing, but it
was a lot of fun and I didn't want to leave," Eull said.
"Research shows that after reading a book, kids will
remember and comprehend the story better if some sort
of extension activity is done with them, like we are
doing here today," Helble said.
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Students can check past, current tuition bills online
Laurie Simon
WINONAN

For the first time ever, all
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities are posting student
tuition bills online.
"It's in project pilot mode
right now," said Dave Thorn,
Winona State University's students accounts director. "We are
observing how well it works and
are working out the bugs that
come up. We haven't prominently placed it on a Web site
yet, but it is up and running."
Students can access their
tuition bills through a thread of
links on the official WSU Web

site. The starting point is the
"Students" link, followed by
"Financial Information-Billing"
(under the Academic Support
column). This takes students
directly to the WSU Financial
Information page, where there is
a new link called "Online
Billing Statement." Students
can click on this link to log in to
their personal portals and view
their billing statements.
There is a slight "bug" in this
process, though, because students must make sure to select
the "Spring Semester" option
before they can view their
account statement. Dave Thorn
wants to eliminate this step and

add a few more features before
the link is posted directly on the
WSU homepage. He plans to
officially announce the online
billing features this week.
Once logged in, students will
view a table that lists charges,
their descriptions, payments
made and the balance due. The
account can also be viewed in
detail by selecting the "View
Account Detail" link in the
upper lefthand corner.
In this area, students' entire
account history will be displaypd, not just the current
semester charges. The charges
are more specifically broken
down and described. In addi-

tion, scholarship and loan
denominations are listed.
"This is going to be really
convenient for students 'cause
they won't have to wait to get
their bills in the mail," said
freshman Kristi Nickelotti.
"There will be lots of benefits to
being able to check your tuition
status at any time."
Thorn added, "This information will now be easily accessible for things like your 1090T
tax forms. You can even have
your parents take a look at your
tuition charge and payments and
have them fill out tax information from home."
Almost all the MnSCU,

schools now have some form of
online billing up and running,
whether it be in test mode or
officially posted.
Thorn foresees more and
more use of the Web for such
purposes as these at WSU in the
near future.
"Students will eventually pay
their bills with an electronic
check online. This will be
attained — it's just a matter of
how soon," he said. "It is
already in the works for nqxt
year."

■ Reminder: Tuition
payments are due Feb. 8
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Rallying important to maintain tuition
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STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK

Don't study for a test the day before. Study the covered
chapters several days earlier, perhaps one or two chapters
per day, and then just review the day before the test.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic
Assistance Center. Visit its Web site and view academic
schedules, at www.winonamsus.edu/advising/aac

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

Jan. 25 — At 3:15 a.m. security confiscated some alcohol
from a student attempting to
check in at Sheehan Hall.
Jan. 25 — At 1:05 a.m. security spoke with several individuals who propped open doors in
Loretto Hall. The matter was
referred to the hall director.
Jan. 26 — At 1:05 a.m. a student was stopped for attempting
to bring alcohol into Richards
Hall. The matter was referred to
the hall director.
Jan. 26 — At 12:20 a.m. a
student directory was taken from
Lourdes Hall. Directory was
returned on Jan. 29. ,
Jan. 29 — At 9:50 p.m. a student reported that his wallet was
taken while it was left unattended in Memorial Hall. The theft

took place between 9 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Feb. 2 — At 12:34 a.m. a student was cited for a housing violation (alcohol). The matter was
referred to the Sheehan Hall
Director.
Feb. 2 — At 12:16 p.m. security and the Winona Fire Department were dispatched to Lourdes
Hall concerning smoke in the
elevator. It was found that the
machine that operated the elevator overheated causing the
smoke. The area was ventilated
and the elevator was shut down.
Maintenance was notified.
Feb. 2 — At 7:45 p.m. a student was stopped for attempting
to bring alcohol into Prentiss
Hall. The matter was referred to
the hall director.

Upcoming
Events
Feb. 8
The first-ever Winona State University Student Photography Showcase exhibit will run from Feb. 8 to Feb. 27 at
the Winona Arts Center, 228 E. 5th Street. The exhibit
opens Friday with an opening reception from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Being exhibited are 38 images representing 35 student
photographers in the WSU Mass Communication Department.
The exhibit also can be viewed 4-7 p.m. on Wednesdays or prior to any of the scheduled film showings: Feb. 8,
9, 10 — The Road Home (China, 2000); Feb. 22, 23, 24 —
Hedwig and the Angry Inch (USA, 2001). Films begin at 8
p.m. on Friday and Saturday; 7 p.m. on Sunday.
Feb. 13
Dr. Michael Kimmel, sociologist and author of The Gendered Society, will present "Mars and Venus, or Planet
Earth? Women and Men in a New Millennium" at 7:30 p.m.
in the Performing Arts CenterRecital Hall.
Kimmel has received international recognition for his
work on men and masculinity. In addition to The Gendered
Society, he has written and published widely in popular
and scholarly arenas.
He is the National Spokesperson for the National Organization for Men Against Sexism and has lectured at more
than 200 colleges and universities and has run workshops
for organizations on preventing sexual harassment and
implementing gender equity, and for campus groups on
date and acquaintance rape, sexual assault, pornography,
and the changing relations between women and men.
The WSU presentation is sponsored by Women's Studies, the WILL Program, the Residential College, Residence
Life, the Office of Student Affairs, and the WSU Sexual
Assault Advisory Committee.
Visit www.michaelkimmel.com for more information.
Feb. 18
Eric Knueve, program director at Bethel Horizons
Foundation Inc, will be in Kryzsko Commons form 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. to discuss job openings for this summer.

The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors reserve
the right to edit for space and content as they see fit.
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Active participation by students
in the lobby day event could
make next school year much
JASON
more affordable than it currently
figures to be. If a large amount of
WSU students turn out to lobby
Student
and rally at the capital it will
senate
surely, as it has done in the past,
president
have a lasting effect on the decision-makers in the state. One
would need to not look any further in the past than just last
The month of February offers
school year. At this point last
a couple of activities that are year, students were wondering
important. First of course is the how the Governor of Minnesota
annual lobby day at the state cap- could have proposed only
ital in St. Paul. The second event $47 million in new money for
that begins this month is the Minnesota State Colleges and
process for choosing our student Universities. This left us facing a
commencement speaker for the possible 15 percent tuition
spring.
increase. However, we bused
Lobby day is crucial to all slightly over 100 students to the
students returning to Winona Capitol (as did almost every
State University next year. other public school in the state)

Fossum

and lobbied and rallied. Because

at the state level.
The second event mentioned
above only effects those students
graduating. Each year the senate
Academic Affairs Committee is
charged with choosing one
senior to speak at commencement. Applications for the speaking spot will be due Feb. 18 and
are available in the senate office.
Interviews for applicants will be
Feb. 19 at 9 p.m. Stop in the
office if you have any questions.
I hope any interested senior will
apply.
I strongly encourage anyone
who has questions or concerns to
contact us and let us know what
is important to you.

of our efforts, along with other
lobbying efforts, the state Legislature raised the new money
amount to $100 million. This
hard work kept tuition down to
only about an 8.4 percent
increase, which was about the
best we could have hoped for.
This year, the state's economic outlook is tough. The state is
facing a $2 billion deficit and
this affects students greatly. I
want to strongly encourage anyone who is interested in attending lobby day to stop in the senate office and let us know. We
will reserve a spot on the bus for
you, or you can drive yourself to
the Capitol. However you
choose to get there, your efforts
will be greatly appreciated and
hopefully greatly rewarded when
it comes to budget negotiations

Contact Jason Fossum at
457-5517 or jmfossum8850
@webmail.winona.edu.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

The following scholarships are available
for next year. The years (sophomore, junior,
senior) refer to next year's status. For more
qualification information or applications
forms and procedures for any of these scholarships, contact Catherine Sieracki in Somsen 202 A or at 457-5198.
Doris Riede Scholarship
A $500 non-renewable scholarship will
be awarded to a sophomore student with a
3.75 GPA enrolled full time at Winona State
University.
American Society for Quality
Scholarship
A $500 scholarship will be awarded to a
sophomore, junior or senior student at
Winona State University. Students must be
enrolled full time at WSU, with a grade point
of 3.0, have a declared major within a certified and recognized degree program at WSU.
The recipient must demonstrate past

enrollment, or expected enrollment due to
degree requirements, in a quality and/or statistic-oriented course, or be a member of the
ASQ Student Section on campus.

WSU or WSU Rochester.

WSU Foundation Outstanding

Achievement Scholarship
Five nonrenewable $1,000 scholarship
will be awarded to a sophomore, junior or
Berger & Margaret (Buehler)
senior student enrolled full-time at Winona
Ostmoe Scholarship
A $300 non-renewable scholarship for State University.
academic year 2002-2003 will be awarded to
Students must have completed at least 16
a sophomore student enrolled full-time at credits but not more than 96 credits at the
Winona State University.
time of application, have a 3.2 cumulative
It is open to any declared academic major grade point average at WSU and demonwith a 3.0 cumulative grade point average at strate financial need as determined through
WSU. Student must be able to demonstrate the Financial Aid office.
financial need and involvement in on-campus activities
Harland and Pauline Knight
Scholarship
A $750 non-renewable scholarship will
Faculty/Staff Scholarship
Five to six scholarships ranging from be awarded to a junior or senior declared
$300 to $400 are available for the 2002-2003 education student and also a junior or senior
academic year for students with a cumulative declared music education student, both with
GPA 3.75 or higher for all undergraduate a 3.75 cumulative GPA enrolled full-time at
work. A minimum of 48 credits earned at Winona State University.

ROCHESTER CENTER

Enrollment in classes offered at Winona the past. This is evidence that WSU's quality
State University-Rochester Center has set a programs are in demand, and that the university
record high this semester. WSU-Rochester is responding to community needs."
Clements noted that student numbers for
Center credit-hour enrollment jumped nearly
four upcoming spring workshops will also
31 percent from spring 2001 to spring 2002.
WSU-Rochester Center students are taking count toward WSU-Rochester Center's total
a record 7,682 credit hours, compared to the semester headcount. Administrators expect
previous record of 5,871 credit hours last enrollment to top the previous record single
spring.
term headcount of 1,122 set in fall 1989 quarter.
The headcount at WSU-Rochester Center
A record has also been set in the number of
this spring is 1,062 students, a 19 percent complete year credit hours taken at WSUincrease over last spring's headcount of 896.
Rochester Center. Credit hours from the sumChristine Clements, WSU associate vice mer 2001 through spring 2002 semesters (fiscal
president for academicaffairs and lead academ- year 2002) total 16,703, breaking the previous
ic officer for WSU-Rochester Center, said, record of 16,120 credit hours set from summer
"These numbers indicate not only that more 1989 through spring 1990.
Enrollment both on the main campus in
students are taking advantage of WSURochester Center course offerings, but also that Winona and at the WSU-Rochester Center has
each student is taking more credit hours than in increased in each of the past three years, mark-
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ing a trend in contrast to enrollment figures at
many institutions in the state and nationally.
Credit hours at the WSU-Rochester Center
in fiscal year 2000 totaled 13,255. In fiscal year
2001 total WSU-Rochester Center credit hours
were 14,028. For this fiscal year, the WSURochester Center reports that students are
enrolled in 16,703 credit hours and that figure
willincrease slightly when additional spring
workshops begin.
"It's clear that the people of the region value
Winona State University," Clements said. "Students at the WSU-Rochester Center learn from
a distinguished faculty and have access to the
recognized quality of WSU's nationally accredited education offerings. My colleagues and I
are proud to be a part of Winona State University's legacy of service to all of southeastern
Minnesota."
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Editor-in-Chief

Winona State University

Winonan
Established in 1922 as Winona State University's first student newspaper, the Winonan is
managed, funded and operated by and for
members of the WSU community. Published
and distributed weekly, the 5,000-circulation
newspaper investigates and reports campus
and community news that is timely, appropriate
and relevant to readers. Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal
journalistic creed that information be delivered
lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the Advertising/Business Manager.
The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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Nursing students help Winona citizens live well
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Sarah Kennon
WINONAN

Winona State University
nursing students will take part in
the Healthy Families Project
again this spring as part of their
coursework.
"The purpose of the project is
to engage nursing students with
families in the community as a
learning experience for the nursing students," explained Healthy
Families Project Coordinator
Linda Heath.
The annual program, which
takes place every spring through
the class Nursing Role Development II, pairs WSU nursing students with a family within the
community or surrounding areas.
"Part of that course is working in the hospital, and the other
part is having experiences with
actual people working on maintaining their health. We like
to look at families because we
get a broad variety of issues, we
get to look at birth through middle-aged adults," Heath said.
The students meet with their
family for four to five times during the course of a month.

Page

"I usually tell the families that
the student should be there no
longer than an hour, because, to
me, that's a huge commitment:
an hour of their time for
five weeks," Heath said.
Racheal Johll, a fourth-year
nursing student, was involved in
the program last year.
"We were assigned a family,
and it was up to them to decide
what we should focus on," she
recalled.
Heath said the students serve
as resources who can gather
information and guild the families on a healthy path.
"They may, for example, say,
`Well I'm really interested in
potty training because I have a
2-year-old and I know I should
be thinking about that. What
kinds of things can you tell me
about potty training?' And so the
student might research it and
look up different approaches, so
it really helps the family
have information to make
healthy decisions," she
explained. "All in all the
families still have to make the
healthy choices, but at least we
can provide them with some

"I think it's had a positive impact, maybe
one family at a time."
LINDA HEATH

Healthy Families Project Coordinator
information and help them make
those decisions."
"I think the benefits for the
nursing student are that it allows
them to learn in a real-life situation. They are working in a setting that is usually in a family
home — a setting that they are
usually not as familiar with —
and they are dealing with issues
that families address," Heath
said.
Johll said she benefited from
the experience by gaining confidence.
"It's your second real experience, and this time you are meeting on your own, rather than
with a group of your peers. You
must communicate with and
teach the families. It really does
make you more confident," she
said.
She said she worried that she
would not be of much help to her
family at first.
"My family had several children, so they had a lot of parent-

ing experience," she explained,
"and I thought I wouldn't have
much to offer them, but it ended
up that I could help them using
my nursing experience."
She said the families also
benefit.
"The families have told us
that it was so nice to have somebody come and ask the questions
they hadn't even anticipated, to
bring them new information and
really connect with the children," Johll said. "They feel like
they're getting some real oneon-one attention as well as a•
chance to discuss issues that they
hadn't even thought about."
Heath said she believed the
Healthy Families Project has
been going on for more than
15 years.
"We got a call from a mom
that said she had actually been in
the program when her son was a
baby and now he's 21," she said.
"(The program) has just blos-

somed," Heath said. "Its been
very successful; families will
call saying they want to do it
again next year because the kids
have grown and they face new
issues in their family. We sometimes have repeat families, but
we always try to get new families. We usually get referrals
from families and other people,
so the project has really just kind
of built on itself."
Another way Heath said the
nursing department finds families is through the public relations department on campus,
which has advertised for them in
the local papers and radio stations.
"We also go through local
churches, community ed. programs, though the best source for
us is word of mouth," Heath
said. "I have learned so much
from this program in terms of the
resources available in Winona,
the families in Winona. I have
gotten connected in a way I
never thought I would."
She said families willing to
participate must first show an
interest.
"They have to be willing to

3

give up some of their time,
because the student will make
about five visits, so that means
about five hours."
Having children is also not a
necessity to become part of the
healthy families project, Heath
said.
"We have worked with families where there might be a
woman who is pregnant, anticipating her first baby, and so we
work with them as well, they
may have a lot of anticipatory
questions, for when the baby
arrives, and also during her pregnancy."
"I think it's had a positive
impact, maybe one family at a
time. We like to think that we
are just one more line of people
out there being advocates for
families," Heath said.

■ The Healthy Families
Project is still looking for
interested families.
Persons inquiring about
the program can contact
the nursing department at
457-5120.

Assessment Day gives students opportunity to voice opinions
Jen Powless
WINONAN

Winona State University students
will be able to express their feelings
about Winona State and be eligible to
win cash prizes and early registration
privileges by
participating in
Many new
Assessment Day
advantages
next Tuesday.
have come
The coordiabout from past nators of WSU's
Assessment
assessment proDays, including gram encourage
students to parthe Student
ticipate in this
Answer Center year's activities
and extended
to express their
library hours.
opinions about
campus construction, advising, their majors and
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other areas for improvement.
"One of the distinctives of Winona
State is the continuous improvement.
This is one way we can achieve that,"
said Theresa Waterbury, one of the coordinators of the program, who is also in
charge of assessment research.
Depending on their year in school,
students will have different activities in
which to participate. All students are
encouraged to log on to the Assessment
Web page (the link will be on the WSU
home page) to fill out a survey telling
what they like about WSU and what
they think WSU needs to improve.
Students can log on anytime starting
Tuesday. The surveys will take less than
15 minutes to complete.
First-year students will meet at
9:30 a.m. with their orientation groups
from fall semester to discuss their likes
and dislikes of Winona State. These dis-

cussions will be led by students who
have been trained by the Assessment
Office. Students participating in this
activity will receive a date stamped card,
which is required by some faculty as
proof of attendance.
Freshmen who weren't in an orientation class should go to Somsen 330. At
10:30 a.m. students who have completed
45-70 credits are encouraged to take a
general education exam in Minne Hall.
According to the coordinators of the
program, this test is to see how much
students at WSU have learned in their
general education courses.
The test will include sections on
math, science and reasoning, writing,
reading and critical thinking. Students
taking this test will be able to register
early for fall semester. Five $50 cash
prizes will be awarded to the top five
scorers in each category, as well as one

randomly selected $20 cash prize for
every 20 students in a room.
"It's nice to be able to register early,
and the money is a great incentive too,"
said sophomore Lindsay Holland.
Students taking this test should bring
their WSU ID, a pencil and a calculator .
Juniors and seniors also have a
chance to participate in this year's
Assessment Day activities. Each department has its own special activities
planned for the day.
"It's up to the department what
makes sense to assess," said Mary
Hundt, another Assessment Day coordinator.
Some departments do things like
focus groups, standardized testing and
hands-on testing. According to Waterbury, these tests provide more proficiency in the departments.
"Many of these departments are man-

dated by accreditation to do some
assessment with students to prove that
WSU is trying to improve," Waterbury
said.
Juniors and seniors should check
with their academic adviser or their
department chairperson to learn what's
going on in their department.
"There's a lot of things we can do
better. Unless students participate, that
process can slow down," Waterbury
said.
According to the coordinators, many
new advantages have come about from
past Assessment Days, including the
Student Answer Center and extended
library hours.

■ For more information, visit
www.winona.edu/air/info/info.htm
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What's Next? .
Juniors and Seniors Attend job Fair 2002 to find out!!!
Companies attending include:
3M
ACR Homes
AFLAC
American Family Insurance
Andersen Windows
API Group, Inc.
AroundCampus, Inc.
Asian Foods, Inc.
Asset Marketing Services
Bankers Systems, Inc.
Best Buy
Beverly Health Care
Blanski Peter Kronlage & Zoch, P.A.
Board of Social Ministry
Border Foods
Buffets, Inc.
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Canterbury Park
Carlson Companies
CFG Employer's Services
Children's World Learning Centers
City of Madison (WI) Police Dept.
City of St. Paul
Conseco Finance Corp.
Dart Transit Company
Diversified Financial Concepts
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Famous Footwear
Federated Insurance Companies
First Investors Corporation
Franchise Associates, Inc.
Good Samaritan Society
Great-West
Hartford Life
Health East Care System
Hennepin County

Hennepin County Medical Center
Herberger's Dept. Store
HickoryTech Corporation
Imation
IRS Criminal Investigation
Katun Corporation
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
Life Investors
Lockheed Martin
LSS Data Systems
Lutheran Brotherhood
Lutheran Brotherhood Field Recruiting Dept.
Mayo Clinic
McDonald's Corporation
MDU Resources Group, Inc.
Menards
Mervyn's
Metro Sales
Minneapolis Police Department
Minnesota Life
Minnesota Work Force Centers
MN Department of Corrections
Mpls/St. Paul Airport Police Dept.
New Horizon Child Care
North Star Resource Group
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network Bohannon Agency
NRD Minneapolis
Office Depot
Orion Associates, Noridian Services, Zenith Services
Paisley Consulting
Park Nicollet Heath Services/Methodist Hospital
Paychex, Inc.
Peace Corps
Principal Financial Group
Progressive Insurance
Ramsey County

RBC Dain Rauscher
Reptron Marfufacturing Services, Hibbing Facility
Rice Memorial Hospital
Schulte Financial Group — Mass Mutual
Science Museum of Minnesota
Speedway SuperAmerica
St. Cloud Hospital
St. Croix Camps
St. Joseph's Medical Center
State Farm Insurance
State Fund Mutual Companies
StorageTek
Target Stores
Tasks Unlimited
TCF Bank
The Columns Resource Group of NW Mutual/Financial Network
The Greater Des Moines Partnership
The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Triadvantage Credit Services
U.S. Bancorp Business Eq. Finance Group
Unisys Corporation
Universal Pensions, Inc. a BISYS Company
University Directories
US Army Health Care Recruiting
US Dept of HHS/Office of Inspecting General/Office of Audit Service
Valleyfair
Von Maur
Walgreens
Wallace
Wells Fargo Financial
Wells Fargo Financial Acceptance
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
West Group

Register at Winona State University Career Services
110 Gildemeister (507) 457-5340

Submit resumes electronically between 1/21/02 and 2/15/02. Stop by Career Services for more details.
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Dorm
Advancements have been
made with design possibilities
since then, but as Tom Grier,
director of university communications, said in an e-mail,
"While it looks very promising,
the WSU Foundation will
review final cost figures after
the designs are completed. A
final vote from the Foundation
Board of Trustees is needed
before the project can go forward."
The next step, before further
plans can be approved, is securing appropriate financing for
the development by the Foundation Board of Trustees.
Ferden said, "Some students
and staff were concerned about
the proximity (of the residence
hall) to the tracks. The contractor and architects will review
possibilities for noise reduction
through insulation and
enhanced construction techniques."
Distinguishing qualities of
this hall, described by Ferden,
include the apartment-style
rooms. More than half the units
have four individual bedrooms,

while the remainder of the
rooms have either
one or two bedrooms. The twobedroom units will be able to
sleep up to four people total.
The hall will also include onsite laundry facilities and group
meeting rooms in each cornplex.
"These will be wood framed,
four-floor structures housing
about 25 apartment units (up to
90 people in each building).
Parking will be on site ... there
should be ample parking," Ferden said in an e-mail.
To address local citizens'
worries about crowding, Ferden
said, "The location is five
blocks from the eastern edge of
campus, and we hope students
will not drive to and from campus — walk, bike or use the
shuttle — to reduce congestion
on or around campus."
Last year the housing capacity was at 106 percent, placing
approximately 100 students in
overflow. Just as many students, if not more, are anticipated for this upcoming year.
After a Winona Daily News

Nicole

Continued from Page 1
article implied that Richards
Hall would be demolished after
the new hall is built, Grier sent
a campus-wide e-mail, stating,
"(Vice President of University
Advancement) Jim Schmidt
said that WSU's plans were to
renovate existing buildings as
funds are available and to
replace Richards Hall with a
new structure."
If the Foundation's Board of
Trustees does not secure appropriate financing and the Sarnia
Street project is denied or
delayed, housing alternatives
might need to be addressed.
Possible alternatives include
leasing additional space from
Minnesota Preparatory Schools,
continuing the build-up process
or leasing rooms from local
hotels, a choice that was tried
about two decades ago. Ferden
suggests eliminating hotel leasing as an option. In the past,
when students were set up in
hotels, Ferden said students disliked the sparse rooms and the
detachment they felt from the
university and its community.

Continued from Page 1

Memorial Hospital, where Zanoni was pronounced dead. VanKleeck was later taken to the
Intensive Care Unit at the Gunderson Lutheran
Hospital. The driver of the second vehicle was not
injured.
Friends, faculty, and community of Winona
absorbed the shock of the accident over the weekend. Members of Nicole's sorority, Delta Phi
Epsilon, gathered together on Friday evening to
comfort each other and recollect memories of their
friend.
"Nicole was an amazing person," said sorority
sister Heather Brockway. "We are going to miss
her incredibly — she was an awesome friend and a
huge part of our sorority."
Other friends described Nicole as "an organized, outspoken person who was a great friend to
many people."
"Nicole was a very special woman," Wilson
said. "She was a leader rather than a follower. I
can't tell you how devastating this is — to lose a
son or daughter."
Zanoni and VanKleeck met through a co-worker of Brian's mother at Winona State University,
hit it off, and remained together through the

majority of college. Both students were senior
business majors this year, with VanKleeck doublemajoring in accounting. VanKleeck had proposed
to Zanoni during a trip to Chicago last December
while the couple stood atop the John Hancock
building. The pair planned to reside in Chicago
after graduation.
In a heartfelt late-night interview, Wilson had
this to say about the tragedy: "I'm sitting here
looking at our little table with its four chairs ...
aid now there are only three. Nicole was already
a part of our family and she was on her way home.
This is just the most difficult thing anyone could
ever endure."
VanKleeck's family, at this point in time, is
whole-heartedly supporting his decision to return
to WSU as soon as possible. Wilson said the
"camaraderie among students and unique atmosphere" of WSU will make it easier for VanKleeck
to return. The family also feels that "Nicole would
have wanted it this way."
The families of VanKleeck and Zanoni are asking that, in lieu of flowers, gift memorials be made
to WSU's local Delta Phi Epsilon chapter or the
Alzheimer's Association.

Security

Continued from Page 1

and grabbed the book to see if
she would notice and what she
would say. When she didn't
notice, he walked out with the
book.
He kept the book in a drawer
in his dorm room until he turned
it into security. He said he did
not make copies of it or use the
information contained in it.
Walski said there was no evidence that the book had been
tampered with.
Instead of reciting their
social security numbers to gain
admittance into dorms, students

now have to show their student
ID cards. Walsh said the switch
to this process has gone better
than expected.
This incident has also given
security a good reason to try a
program they have been talking
about for awhile. The idea is to
have computers at the check-in
doors so security guards can
access students' information on
a computer database, which
would include name, room
number, Warrior ID number and
a photo. This way students
could get into their room with-

out their IDs. Walsh said they
will begin this program at the
beginning of next semester, or
possibly even this semester, in
Sheehan Hall.
Katie Rohan, the guard on
duty, will probably not be fired.
Walski said she can thank the
student who took the book for
that because his description of
the incident indicated that she
had been distracted by something else happening, not that
she was just being careless.

ail comments, ideas and suggestions to the W'
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Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAN
Speaker Doug Hostetter discusses his recent mission trip to Afghanistan during a slide
show Jan. 28 in the Stark Hall auditorium. He described much of his journey as a trip to
the 12th century.

Relief worker fights terrorism
through generosity, not war
Kelsea Samuelson
W I NONAN

On Sept. 11, when the emotions of Americans ranged from
anger and rage to helplessness
and despair, one American knew
he could help — not through
war, but through peace.
Doug Hostetter spoke Jan. 28
about his recent Mennonite relief
mission to Afghanistan. He was
brought to Winona State University by the WSU Greens, the
women's studies and global
studies departments.
Hostetter worked in conjunction with Help the Afghan Children, Inc. and its founder, Suraya
Sadeed. Sadeed was born in
Afghanistan and is now an
American citizen. Her foundation has aided people in
Afghanistan and in refugee
camps in Pakistan with millions
of dollars worth of medical and
food supplies.
Hostetter animatedly described
Sadeed's boldness in her devotion to help the people of
Afghanistan.
Four journalists traveled with
Sadeed to film a piece about
Afghan woman. Their cameras
were disguised under veils when
the journalists were traveling
during the day. Sadeed was in
her hotel one evening when the
Taliban knocked on her door,
Hostetter said.
"They demanded both cameras and all the video footage
and Suraya said, 'What do you
mean knocking on a woman's
door • at 10:30 p.m.? No
respectable Afghanistan man
would do such,"' Hostetter
recalled.
"Suraya dismissed the Taliban," Hostetter said with a
laugh. "They (journalists) kept
all the film; they kept all the
cameras. She just dismissed the

"For a fraction of what we spend on war, we
could spend it on having neighbors who can
educate and feed their children. Then we
would live in a better world."
DOUG HOSTETTER
Relief worker
Taliban."
It was with Sadeed's courageous spirit and Hostetter's
desire to aid those paying the
price of other's mistakes, that
they traveled to Afghanistan for
the three-week mission.
The
group
purchased
239 tons of wheat, sugar and oil
with $130,000 in cash. They
transported the supplies across
the Amu Darya River in a onetruck-at-a-time process using a
vintage tractor, a pontoon ferry
and a cable. The process took
five days.
From this 239 tons of supplies, the group divided the supplies into family rations of
50 kilograms of wheat, 6 kilograms of cooking oil and 5 kilograms of sugar.
"The rations could feed a
family of six for one month,"
Hostetter said. The total cost per
ration is only $32.11.
Hostetter described much of
his journey as a trip to the 12th
century. He showed slides of
makeshift villages, primitive dirt
roads and handcrafted children's
toys. The people there could not
even comprehend the loss of the
World Trade Center towers in the
United States.
He spent time in a hotel with
journalists who discussed laser
bombs, talked on satellite
phones and used high tech
equipment, but when he walked
out the doors it was a whole different world.
"When I told Afghanis the
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For
more
information on Help the
Afghan Children, Inc.,
visit www.helptheafghan
children.org
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size of the twin towers, they
could not imagine cities or towns
like that. They had no connection with the people who
bombed the World Trade Centers. They couldn't understand
why America was bombing
them," Hostetter said. "The donkey was the primary mode of
transportation. They were just so
disconnected with the world."
A brief slide show depicted
photographs of a schoolroom.
The children, he said, were so
eager to learn. They begged for
pencils to write with. Other
slides depicted the extreme
poverty the people of
Afghanistan face each day.
Hostetter hopes that by sharing his experience, he can help
educate the people of America
that non-violent activity is the
only way to truly achieve peace.
"We have a choice. We
always have a choice on how we
deal with people in Afghanistan
and people around the world," he
said. "Terrorism usually grows
out of desperation and hunger.
For a fraction of what we spend
on war, we could spend it on
having neighbors who can educate and feed their children.
Then we would live in a better
world."
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SPOTLIGHT

Cetel- 0

See Page 8 for
Brian
Gallagher's
review of 'A
Beautiful Mind.'

Dancesacpe aims for Love'
Christine Behrend
WINONAN

Decoys
now on
exhibit
Sara Rae Edenhofer
WINONAN

On Feb. 12, Winona State
University alum Sam Nottleman will become immortalized. At least, that is how
Nottleman, a decoy carver for
Loon Lake Decoys, Wabasha,
feels about the presentation
taking place on the 12 of the
new permanent duck decoy
display in the WSU library.
The display of Nottleman's
works is part of a showcase of
wildlife carvings as an American art form.
Nottleman, a 1973 Bachelor of Arts graduate, said the
permanent display marks his
greatest achievement in his
carving career.
"It's the biggest thing to
me because these decoys will
be at WSU forever," Nottleman said. "As you might say,
I'm immortalized."
Nottleman said the display
is important to him because
not only can he share his love
and craft with the WSU community, but it's something left
behind for his two young
daughters, Daisy, 8, and Hattie, 5.
"Someday my daughters
can go there and see them
(the collection)," Nottleman
said.
When Nottleman graduated from WSU he intended to
teach pottery and sculpting.
He never thought those skills
would someday lead him
back to a long-time passion
and fascination — the outdoors.
Nottleman grew up along
the Mississippi River and
developed an appreciation for
the outdoors and wildlife at
an early age.
"My grandfather took me
hunting and it all started
there," Nottleman said.
However, it would be
more than 30 years before
Nottleman would combine
his fascination with outdoors
and artistic skills into a
career. In the meantime, Nottleman would pursue a career
as a musician.
Nottleman had been
involved with a rock and roll
band since his teenage years.
First he was in a band called
"The Ferraris." Then he was
a member of The North
Country Band.
In the early '70s a friend
and fellow bandmate asked
Nottleman, "Do you want to
teach art or chase women?"
Nottleman recalled, "I
chose to chase women and
the band moved to Denver,
Colorado."
During his music career
Nottleman met his wife,
Lilly. Lilly was the headliner
in Nottleman's third band,
The Rockin' Lillies.
In 1990, Nottleman stumbled upon the opportunity of
returning to his artistic passion and turning it into a
See Decoys, Page 7

ILO

The theme of this year's
Dancescape is "Love
stories." Dancescape is a collection of student, faculty and guest
artist's choreography. While
some participants are dance
minors, others simply signed up
and auditioned.
"I think it'd be a cute date
event for students since it opens
Valentine's Day," said junior
Dana Moyle.
Moyle is a dance student
choreographing a piece called
"School Dance" with Jared Wills
and James English. The piece is
about a middle school dance,
and involves a nerd and a popular student.
While the theme "Love Stories" can be interpreted in many
different ways, choreographers
Kristi Modrow and Melanie
Squillace chose to take it to a
religious level. Both being
Christians, the girls decided to
base their dance, "Everlasting
Life," on the eternal love of God.
The modern piece is going to be
accompanied with a pool of light
that is to represent the love of the
Lord.
Squillace said people should
see the show "because it's so
powerful and has amazing
dances that all mean something
to the choreographers."
While Squillace is only performing one piece for
Dancescape, she hopes to help in
other ways, such as costume
design.
Kaiya Rosenberg is a sophomore minoring in dance who
will be co-choreographing two
pieces and dancing in three. She
will be dancing to a piece
themed by the movie Moulin
Rouge. It's a jazzy/theatrical
dance called "Dimonds" and features showgirl like characters
and outfits.
One of the dances she is cochoreographing is called "The
night we almost met." It's a duet
about two people who continue
to see each other, but don't actu-

Meghan Miller/WiNoNAN

Rebecca Dettmann practices her solo performance
during Monday's rehersal.

ally meet.
The second dance she's cochoreographing is a pointe piece
called "Dreaming Beyond"
where the dancers will be wearing flowing maroon dresses.
This will be Rosenberg's second Dancescape, besides dancing and doing the publicity for
the Student Choreographer's
Showcase.
"The show's going to be a
diverse collection of dances. If
you like that sort of thing, you'll
enjoy this," Moyle said.
Christina Wiens, a dance
minor, has been involved in this
year's Student Choreographer's
Show as well as Dancescape.
Her advice to underclassmen
interested in the dance program
at WSU is to go for it.
"It's a great experience, getting to know people, and even
just the auditioning process is
fun," Wiens said. This will be
Wiens' fourth Dancescape.
Dancescape runs at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 14-16, with a matinee show
at 2 p.m. on the 16.

Meghann Miller/WINONAN

Anthony Bartholomaus leaps through the air while Rachel Maca looks on. Dancescape
will be held at the Performing Arts Center Main Stage Feb. 15 - 17.

Madrigal Banquet gives taste of Elizabethan times
sidekick, the Pester, will also be on hand to entertain the of the flaming pudding is brought out. The audience
tables.
also interacts with the jester, gypsies and dancers.
WINONAN
Corey Fransen, choir president, said, "The main
Above all, this is a learning activity for both the choir
Hear ye, hear ye! It's that time of the year when entertainment is from the Madrigal Singers, who make participants and the audience members.
Lourdes hall is transformed into Dark Manor. The up the royal court."
"This is not a 'money maker' for the choirs. We do
According to Mechell, the members of the choir stand this so choir members can delve into 16th century
Winona State Choirs proudly present the eighth annual
through out the dining hall as well as in the balcony England and learn what it was like," Mechell said. "The
Renaissance Madrigal Banquet.
The banquet will take place at 6:30 p.m. Friday and while they are signing. The audience is, in essence, right audience also learns what entertainment was like back in
Saturday at Lourdes Hall. The theme for this years in the middle of the choir.
the Renaissance period."
Franson adds, "It's really fun when the full choir
Franson said, "If you are looking for a night of
banquet is "Jester 'the body' Ventures Forth."
According to choir director Harry Mechell, the sings because the acoustics in (the dining hall) are so celebration and. Renaissance revelry then this is the place
for you."
Madrigal Banquet is a time of fun and food from amazing."
The evening also includes some audience
Elizabethan times. He said members of the concert choir
Mechell invites everyone to come experience a trip
participation. Mechell said the audience sings a song back in time. Tickets are $40 and are available by calling
and the women's chorus put on the night's activities.
For these nights of Renaissance entertainment the called "The Flaming Pudding Carol" while a huge bowl the music department at 457-5250.
Lourdes dining hall is decorated with banners,
candlelight and signs.
"My wife, Lauren, is in charge of all the niceties. This
includes the decorations, the room arrangement, and the
evenings menu," Mechell said.
The menu is based on what was eaten during the
renaissance period. Mechell said It is also based on the
rules of etiquette used during the period. The menu
includes Cornish hens, wassail and glazed
carrots.
While
"We do this so choir
guests are
eating, there
members can delve into
will be
16th century
many differEngland and learn what it
ent activities
was like."
going on
HARRY MECHELL around
Choir director them,
Mechell
said. These
activities include juggling, skits, jesters, audience
sing-alongs and the full choir singing.
"There will be gypsies walking around as well as a
Masque Skit," Mechell said.
Seamus Boyle(WiNoNAN
Renaissance dancers will perform throughout the
evening, and professional musicians from the Shakopee
Harry Mechell directs members of the choir at a dress rehersal for the Madrigal Banquet in
Renaissance Fair. A court Jester, along with his

Alicia A. Magera

Lourdes Hall. The event will be at 6:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
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Fat gives benefits,
problems depending
on type consumed
I ' in
sure
you've all
Missy
met at
Tar
least one
person
w h o
Food
columnist thinks all
fat is bad.
These
people
tend to stock their kitchens with rice and
apples and, as a treat, will "splurge" on
fat-free cookies. Such people forget that fat
is an important part of a healthy diet.
Before I explain the good fat versus bad
fat dilemma, I want to remind everyone that
an excess of any food is typically
detrimental to their health.
It's like the discussion of alcohol: while
it is said that a daily glass of wine can
improve health, a bottle of wine each night
will do more harm than good.
So then it's a matter of knowing the good
fat versus bad fat, or unsaturated versus
saturated.
Monounsaturated fats are thought to be
the healthiest, as they help reduce levels
of LDL (a.k.a. bad cholesterol). Olive,
canola and peanut oils are high in
monosaturates.
The other unsaturated fat is polyunsaturated. Safflower, soybean, corn and sesame
oils are high in this type of fat.
What about the bad fat? Saturated fats
get this label because they are known to
increase LDL levels, which can increase an
individual's chances of heart disease.
Saturated fats are also linked to some forms
of cancer. Remember though, this is when
taken in excess.
Saturated fats tend to come from animal
sources and also coconut and palm oil.
Butter, lard, vegetable shortening and
margarine are a few sources of saturated
fat.
An easy way to distinguish between
unsaturated and saturated fats is to observe
them at room temperature. Most saturated
fats will hold their shape, such as a stick of
butter.
You also might have heard talk about

Try this:
Low fat banana muffins
1 cup whole wheat flour
2 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
3/4 cup rolled oats
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
1 tablespoon honey
1/2 cup skim milk
1 egg white
1 teaspoon vegetable oil
2 bananas, peeled

Omega-3
oils,
a
special type of polyunsaturated fat. Found
in seafood, Omega-3
oils are perhaps
your best choice.
They have been
reported to lower bad
cholesterol
while
raising
good
cholesterol, as well as
help in brain
growth and development. Sounds like
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. In a
something to eat
large bowl, combine flour, baking
when studying for
powder, oats, salt and baking soda.
a big test, doesn't
it?
Mash bananas with a fork. In a small
The Food and Drug
bowl, combine honey, milk, egg, oil and
Administration has
approved two fat
mashed bananas; add all at once to dry
substitutes: Simplesse
mixture. Stir until moistened (batter will
and Leanesse. These
be lumpy). Fill paper-lined muffin tins
have been used in
some yogurts, cheese
2/3 full; bake for 18 to 20 minutes.
spreads and salad
dressings. Olestra,
which received wide
media attention, has been used in some on the package.
If you see buzz words on the package
fat-free chips and snacks but is still waiting
pertaining to fat, the FDA regulates these
on an FDA approval.
Beyond helping or hindering cholesterol too. Anything claiming to be fat free
levels, fats do many things for cooking and must have less than one grain of fat per
serving. Just make sure you check the
baking.
We all know fats add flavor and richness, serving size.
Low-fat foods have no more than three
but they also help bind ingredients
together and aid in browning. Fats are a grams of fat per serving, while light (if
basic nutrient, providing calories for referring to fat content) means half the fat
energy. Without of the reference food. For example, light
some fat in your whipped cream would have half the fat of
diet, your ski regular whipped cream.
With all these terms and things to think
would be very dry
and your hair brit- about, grocery shopping may seem more
tle, as noted in peo- difficult.
Just remember to keeps things balanced:
ple suffering from
a low-fat diet is OK, but what is life without
anorexia nervosa.
The best way to the occasional slice of New York cheeseknow what fats are cake?
in the foods you're eating is to look at the
Reach
Missy
Teff
at
nutrition label.
Under FDA guidelines, the types fooddiva@hotmail.com
and quantities of fat must be listed
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CAN'T be beat

We'll be interviewing on your campus, Winona State
University, on Thursday, February 7. For more information,
contact our Campus Representatives: Jocelyn Halverson at
507-452-4600 or Jaime Pint at 507-453-1382.
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Internet still
causing grief
for users
MICHAEL
CANAVINO

Technology
columnist

worse, not because there are a lot
more pages — which does make
it harder — but because search
engines have gotten 1. dumber
and 2. sold out. Dumber because
searching "audio design AND
Winona," got different results
than "audio design Winona".
Now engines ignore ANDs, ORs
and quotation marks. This is
probably because almost all, if
not all, engines have sold out,
and sold the top spot to the highest bidder, making searching
worthless.

The Internet is becoming
more commonplace everyday.
It's become accepted that everyone has Internet access, just as
we assume everyone has a television, though they may not have
Commercialism
all the adult channels that I
That brings me to my next,
...that is, some might have. and favorite gripe. The Internet
Despite the popularity of surfing, has become too commercial. I
however, like many things in the don't mean companies putting
computing world, it remains dif- up Web
ficult to use. I've complied a list sites, which
of gripes about the Internet is a good
today.
thing, but
the deluge
Addresses
of ads anyOne of the most frustrating time you go
things while surfing is making online. The
My Own
sure you get the address exact. Web has
Hon-Uirtual
Take www.discover.com , for become late
Space
example. A reasonable person night televiwould think it leads to Discover sion, with
Cards, but it actually goes to ads for credit reports, choppers,
Discover magazine, part of the slicers, dicers and hair club
Walt Disney regime. Wouldn't it fetish sites. Go to almost any
be nice if discover.com was news/information site like
required to pop open a window www.pcmag.com
or
listing www.discovercard.com , www.msnbc.com , and it's hard
and any other company with to tell where the news ends and
"discover" in its name.
the advertisements begin.
Another pet peeve is the selling of the TLDs (the TLD is the
Web Site Gaffes
.com, .org, etc.). ".com" was
There's a lot here, so I'll keep
meant to be the general one, it short. Web sites should be
".net" for Internet-related sites, required to have high and low".org" for non-profit organiza- bandwidth versions. How many
tions, ".gov" for government,and times have you fallen asleep
".edu" for educational sites. waiting for some Flash or
However, I've noticed a lot of QuickTime animation to load
sites — especially movies for that you can't escape? Not
some reason — are buying sites everyone has cable modem or
with ".org" and ".net" TLDs. DSL yet.
This should be banned. I fail to
On a related note, any site
see how American Pie is a non- that plays music should be put on
profit org. Hopefully with the the course registration server so
new options, fewer violations no one can get to it. Same with
will occur.
any site that uses white text on a
yellow background.
Searching
Well, that about does it for
Searching on the Web has now. I could go on, but some
changed a lot since I started punk kids are monkeying with
using it. There was no Jeeves, or the printer, and they'll probably
Google, or meta-searches; just just break it.
good old searching on
Reach Michael Canavino at
altavista.digital.com . Searching michael@canavino.corn
on the Web has actually gotten

PAM COME,

Dr. Peter J. Zehren

Join
The
Z Team!
Ask

New Patients Welcome! about our
Family Dental Care affordable
bleaching
507-457-3333
76 E. 3rd St., Winona system.

YOU'RE
INVITED:
altudzithhogiLzdj,
_jmilciam",0312m
Al
are invi e4 to help us celebrate
30 yews ofAlinisiryin our Newman
Center building at 475 Huff St in Winona
(across from Kryzsko Commons)

1-877-4-FUN-JOB

Open House is Fri., Feb. 8 (1 -10 p.m.)
till Sat., Feb. 9 (1 -9 p.m.).

One Valleyfair Drive, Shakopee, MN 55379

*Prayer Service, 7 p.m. on Fri @ Newman.
*Mass at 7 p.m. on Saturday in the East Cafe.
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FREE Hors d' oeuvres will be served
throughout both of the days, & soup
rid salad will be provided on Sat

Come help us celebrate this
wonderful event!'
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Decoys

Continued from Page 5

career. While he was in Twin
Cities to pick up some music,
Nottleman stopped to see a college classmate, Mike Lidgerding. Lidgerding was an executive with the company Wild
Wings. Through Lidgerding's
and Nottleman's conversation,
Lidgerding asked Nottleman to
carve a bird decoy for the Wild
Wing store in Rochcester, Minn.
"I carved a bird for him and
within the first few years I sold
10 to 15 birds. "
Shortly thereafter, Lidgerding
broke away from Wild Wing and
started the company Loon Lake
Decoys. He asked Nottleman to
carve for him part-time. In 1996,
Nottleman would join Loon
Lake Decoys as a full-time
designer and carver.
Nottleman's wife, Lily, would
become a part of this business

venture, as well.
"I had carved a bird, a Woodduck, and then painted it," Nottletnan recalled. "Lily asked if
that was the best I could paint it.
I told her, no, it was the worst."
Nottleman's wife then stayed
up throughout the night and tried
her hand at painting the duck.
Nottleman set a taxidermy bird
on the table for her to use as a
model. In the morning, he was
pleasantly surprised at what he
saw.
Nottlernan said, "When I saw
the bird in the morning I told her,
`Well, the good news is you're a
better painter than me. The bad
news is you now have a job.' "
And so began the husband and
wife carving collaboration —
Nottleman as the designer and
carver and Lilly as the art
designer.

Careful detail goes into each
of Nottleman's birds. Nottleman
spends eight to 10 hours each
day carving the birds. Each
decoy is a limited edition and
skillfully designed. Nottleman
said he has around 200 taxidermy birds, which serve as
models for his decoys. The models allow Nottleman to carve the
birds into live positions and to
scale. He attributes this technique to his decoys' uniqueness
and lifelike quality.
"The positions makes the
birds look a little more alive and
more anatomically correct,"
Nottleman said. "I'm able to do
that because I have a model of
the live bird right in front of me
as opposed to just a photo."
Nottleman had the future in
mind when he developed and
began using the technique.

"I knew I'd someday be
putting the birds side by side, at
a show or display, and they
would have to look right," Nottleman said. "A mallard is bigger
than a wood duck, and a wood
duck is bigger than a teal."
The meticulous planning and
design of each bird has brought
Nottleman success. I-le has submitted a bird to National Ducks
Unlimited for the last four years
and National Ducks Unlimited
has bought between 15,000 and
20,000 duplications. He even
sold a duck to Chicago radio personality Paul Harvey.
The WSU community can see
examples of Nottleman's skill in
a collection viewing at 6 p.m.
and hear more about the
collection during a presentation
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday.

Meghann Miller/WINONAN

A collectible decoy exhibit is displayed on the first floor of the library. Presentations about the decoys will be given at
6:30 p.m. Tuesday by Andy Anderson, the director of the Minnesota decoy collectors association, and Sam and Lilly
Nottleman from the Loon Lake Decoy Company.

`The Matrix' helps explain reality

What is your concept of reality? Is this
world real? Do you believe in the spiritual?
Is that real, or is reality simply relative?
Many would say yes, my concept of reality
is simply whatever appears to me as "real."
What if there was an absolute truth, an
absolute reality, and we simply weren't
aware of it? Is this a bit scary?
The movie "The Matrix" paints a vivid
picture of the spiritual concept of truth and
reality vs. lies and deception.
The "matrix" was simply the world
pulled over human's eyes — that which they
were to believe was reality. The truth, however, was much different.
Most humans were content to live in the
"fake" world. They were content to let their

concept of reality stop at that which
appeared right in front of them. The visible
and temporal images portrayed by the
"matrix" were good enough for them.
But there was one person living in the
"matrix" who dared to believe that the world
he was living in wasn't "it," that what he
saw wasn't all there was. His name, of
course, was Neo. His refusal to believe
the "matrix," and his determination to know
the truth brought him into a new level of
reality.
Is this movie on to something, or does it
just unknowingly coincide with the message'
Jesus gave about reality? My feeling is that
Jesus knew a little bit about the actual reality
when he said, "My kingdom is not of this
world" (John 18:36).
Just like Neo, some of Jesus' disciples
also grasped the idea that there is more to
this world than meets the eye. They wrote,
"What is seen is temporary, but what is
unseen is eternal" (2 Cor. 4:18) and, "The
world and it's desires will pass away..."

the reality. What is the reality, and where do
we go to look for it?
In the movie there is a place where people
still live the way they were meant to, in
peace. They are no longer a part of the
"matrix." This place is called Zion.
Maybe this is just another silly
coincidence, but the Bible also mentions a
city called Zion. It says that the Lord dwells
there (Joel 3:21). This too is a place where
people live in the truth — the truth that Jesus
spoke about when he said, "I am the way
(and) the truth..." (John 14:6).
Ultimately Neo's search for the truth
forced him to make a choice. Take a red pill
and step into the truth. Take a blue pill and
continue to live in the "matrix."
If we decide to search for the truth we
also will come to the point where we are
forced to make a choice. The overused religious term for it is "a leap of faith," but, as in
"The Matrix," it is simply a choice to know
the truth.

(1 John 2:17).
Reach
Joe
Ok, so let's say that we dare to believe jgilman23@yahoo.com
that the world we are living in is not actually

Gilman
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Shadows on the snow

Want to help your kid with science
but not sure how?
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Trees cast shadows onto the freshly fallen snow in front of Minne Hall. The smooth surface paired with the
sunshine created interesting images during a recent snowfall.
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BE A LEADER, CHANGE LIVES,

YOUTH
CAMP
A Camping Tradition Sin, 1947

MEET NEW FRIENDS AND GROW IN YOUR FAITH

JOIN US ON BIG SANDY LAKE

3

HOURS NORTH OF MINNEAPOLIS

Lifeguards
Cabin Counselors
Kitchen Staff •

Specialists in: Arts/Crafts, Camping,

Program Director
Business Manager
Tripping Counselors
Nature, Youth Ministry, Sports

VISIT US AT THE CAMP FAIR
EAST HALL - STUDENT UNION
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 10AM - 3PM
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For more information:
Email. office@cycamp.org
Web: www.cycamp.org
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bine-in or use our convenient
drive-up window.
Call in orders welcome!

Cfpea 10:30 cm- 10:00 p.m Doily
What makes a ButterBurger like no
other burger? No, we don't grill in
butter -- or any oil for that matter.
And, no, we don't mix butter in with
our lean, fresh (never frozen) ground
chuck, Instead, we lightly butter
the toasted crown of the bun and
serve it hot and fresh; that's what
makes it taste like Culver's.

(507) 457-9030
1441 Service Drive

Winona, MN 55987

651.636.1645or 1.888.291.4101

America's favorites made fresh'
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Man-made chemicals
permeating nature,
might be problematic

Small snow creation

CHRIS
BENDA
Ertvirorr-

mental
columnist

Sarah Kennon/WilvoNAN

A snowman crafted during the recent snowfall sits in a lawn on Fifth Street in downtown Winona. The chance
for snowmen has been sparse this year, with the mild winter.

`A Beautiful Mind' gives
beautiful acting, directing
"A Beautiful Mind" is
one of those movies that
looked so good, I thought it
BRIAN
would never be in theaters
GALLAGHER
around here. I expected to
review "Slackers" this
Movie
week, but that didn't come
to Winona, and this movie
Reviewer
did. I'm glad it worked out
this way.
"A Beautiful Mind" is a biopic about the life of math genius
John Forbes Nash Jr. (Crowe). As a student at Princeton University he was a bit on the odd side and didn't like people much.
He just wanted to work, and find his "truly original idea"
which he thought would be the only way he would .matter. His
idea was molded into what is called the Game Theory, which revolutionized economics and earned Nash a Nobel Prize in 1994.
But all of this material remains in the backdrop of the movie.
Winning the Nobel
Prize is a remarkable
achievement indeed, but
what makes Nash's winning so much more
remarkable was the fact
that he did it while dealing
schizophrenia. The movie
is centered around the
schizophrenia and his relationship with his wik, Alicia (Connelly).
Crowe turns in another great performance, and is a lead candidate for the Oscars this year, following his win last year for Best
Actor in "Gladiator."
Crowe gives you a bit of everything in this performance. I
expected the drama and suspense from this, but there was more

OUT OF
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humor than I expected, and it was actually quite good. One of the
funniest scenes occurs when Crowe is still in college, and
approaches a girl at a bar who was looking at him. She suggests
that he buy her a drink, and he, in his always nerdy tone, compares buying her a drink to
sex, suggesting that "they're
both fluid exchanges, so why
Starring:
don't we just skip to the interRussel Crowe
course."
• As the movie takes us
Jennifer Connelly
through Nash's extraordinary
Ed Harris
life. His bouts with schizophrenia take a harsher toll,
making him think he is a
Based on the
secret government codenovel by Sylvia
breaker working for Ed HarNasar
ris. who plays the ominous
Parcher.
After the medication for
Directed by
his disease starts to hinder his
work and his relationship with
Ron Howard
his wife. he
.1 stops taking it,
and learns 'how to cope with
the imaginary figures he sees every day.
'Director Ron Howard has crafted a glorious movie that
appeals to every emotion we have. It is a sweeping human drama
about how far sheer will and belief in yourself can take you.
This movie has already won its share of awards. It took home
four Golden Globes for Best Actor (Crowe), Best Supporting
Actress (Connelly), Best Screenplay (Akiva Goldsman) and Best
Motion Picture-Drama. I would expect the award-winning trend
to continue when the Oscars are aired March 24.
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In the 1970s, the chemical
DDT was banned in the United
States because it was linked to
decreased thickness in bird
eggshells, which greatly diminished their reproductive success. Rachel Carson's book
"Silent Spring" sounded the
alarm that led to action.
Recently I heard a speech on
Minnesota Public Radio given
by Theo Colborn, the senior
scientist and director of the
World Wildlife Fund's Wildlife
and Contaminants project. She
has been called the "Rachel
Carson of the 1990s" for her
research on chemicals in the
environment. The following
information comes from her
speech on these chemicals, also
referred to as endocrine
disrupters.
It took an average of 266
days from the moment you were
conceived to the day you were
born. During that time, your
growth was controlled by chemical messengers called hormones. These hormones told
your cells when to divide and
where to move and as your cells
replicated, they began to form
limbs, reproductive organs and
your brain. The endocrine system supervised the incredibly
small but complex interactions
that created each one of us.
To understand the delicacy
and precision of embryo development, consider this: The shift
in hormone concentrations that
are responsible for proper
growth are as small as one tenth

of one trillionth of a gram.
As Theo Colborn states,
"That's as inconspicuous as one
second in 3,169 centuries."
If something were to upset
the balance of the infinitesimally small concentrations of hormones naturally found in animal and human tissue, disastrous results in vital learning,
immune and reproductive systems could occur.
Currently in the US, some
80,000 chemicals are in use.
The advancements in cyberspace and outer space technologies that have propelled
humankind in the last century
have also contributed to the 500
or so unnatural chemicals that
are present in each of our bodies
today. No one was exposed to
these chemicals . before grand
scale production of them began
in the 1920s.
These chemicals are widely
dispersed and cannot be avoided. You are exposed to them
when you drink from beverage
containers, microwave food in
any plastic or apply cosmetics
to your face.
They are present in plastic
toys, sprayed on our food and
used in the construction of our
homes.
These chemicals are also
used in the production of computers, plastics, medical equipment, cell phones and are sometimes disposed of unsuitably. As
these chemicals make their way
into the soil and water supply, it
has been assumed that they will

Reach Brian Gallagher at brian754(axharternet

WHO SHOULD PLAY
TAI CHI? YOU!
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If you have the courage
to try something new, that
could be very good for
you, call Brice Wilkinson

( O7)454-6957, for free
introductory lessons at
St t's Sports Center.141Ant
6:00 a.m. or T frh 6:00
p.m. Instructor: WSU
Prof. Emeritus, 49 years
active martial artist. 7th
Degree Black Belt Judo,
member U.S. Martial Ms

(C) 2002 Foxy www•nightbirdgallery.com
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hall of Fame.

be assimilated by the environment.
These chemicals are also
called as "environmental hormones" and although they are
not as powerful as natural hormones, they are found in much
higher concentrations than natural levels, which is the cause
for concern.
These chemicals were initially determined safe because
traditional toxicology studies
the chemical persuasion on
genes. Now scientists are fording that although these chemicals do not damage genes, they
do disrupt the gene messengers,
the hormones that "preserve the
integrity and perpetuity of
species."
These chemicals have been
found in animal tissue from
Antarctica to the Arctic, areas
that are far away from where
these chemicals were produced.
Wildlife biologists have found
high concentrations in the tissue
of deep ocean fish. Even strict,
organic, vegetarian diets contain trace amounts of these
chemicals.
The higher in the food chain
an organism is, the higher the
concentrations of chemicals in
the body, which suggests that
these
chemicals
bioaccumulate and
are passed
from generation to
Deep Ecologp
generation.
Theo Colborn remarks in her
speech, "There is now undeniable evidence that pregnant
women pass these chemicals to
their babies in the womb and
even higher concentrations are
transmitted when breast feeding."
This poses a serious problem
because humans and animals
are exposed to so many different chemicals in their environ-

ment and since the side effects
of them are not manifested until
they have offspring, trace ability is almost impossible.
An international team of
experts now agrees that "these
chemicals can change that character of human societies and
destabilize wildlife populations
without society even knowing
it."
Prenatal exposure to chemicals like PCBs, dioxins and
chlorinated compounds have
been linked to problems in neuromuscular and neurological
development in children. These
effects can actually be measured
by psychologists and cause
behavioral problems, short term
memory loss and reduction in
IQ. Theo Colborn remarks how
these chemicals can alter how a
child learns, socially integrates,
fends off disease and reproduces.
What can be done? Colborn
suggests that we urge President
Bush to shift the resources that
would potentially be spent on
his missile defense shield to
invest in an "inter space age of
research."
The findings would be used
to develop methods to set standards . and test for acceptable
concentrations of chemicals in
order to preserve biological viability, something that a missile
defense shield could not protect.
Reach Chris Benda at
c.dbenda8344@
webmail. winona. edu
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The Winona State University men's
volleyball team started the season with a firstplace finish. Check Page 10 for details.
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Score 'em
Women's Basketball: 2/2
Warriors
73
Concordia-St. Paul
79

Gymnasts improve
in three-meet week

Men's Basketball: 2/2
Warriors
83
67
Concordia-St.Paul

188.9
181.4

Track: 2/2
131
Second place
*4 x 200 meter team of
Jamie Miller, Jenny Cuculi,
Crystal Teske and Val Leussler set a new school record
with a time of 1:48.42
Men's Tennis: 2/3
St. Thomas
Warriors
2/4
South Dakota State
Warriors
Women's Tennis: 2/3
St. Thomas
Warriors
2/4
South Dakota State
Warriors
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Gymnastics: 2/3
Centenary College
Warriors

Chris Yarolimek, Brett Carow — editors
507-457-5520
winonansports@hotmail.com
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2
1
8

6
3
0
9

Watch 'em
Gymnastics: At All-Minnesota Invite, Saturday
Men's Tennis:
Home vs. St. Mary's,
at St. T's, Thursday,
4:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis:
Home vs. St. Mary's,
at St. T's, Wednesday,
4:30 p.m.
Basketball:
At Southwest State, Saturday, Women: 5:30 p.m.,
Men: 7:30 p.m.
Track:
At St. Mary's (Winona),

Start 'em
Katie Kosters
Led the Warrior women
with 17 points on 6-for-14
shooting and 5-of-6 from
the freethrow line in their
79-73 loss to Concordia-St.
Paul Saturday. She added
seven rebounds, two assists
and one steal.

Eileen Ferguson/WINONAN

Leah Kindem and the rest of the Warrior gymnastics team beat UWStout a week ago before finishing second and third in later meets.

Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

Becky Johnson and Andrea Anderson
took first and second place on the vault Friday to lead the Winona State University
gymnastics team to a third place finish in an
8-team field at the Gershon/McLellan Invitational in La Crosse, Wis.
"We had an excellent vault," Warriors
coach Rob Murray said. "It was our best
vault performance of the season. The highlight of the invite was Becky Johnson and
Andrea Anderson taking.first and second on
the vault."
Johnson scored a 9.570 and Anderson
nailed a 9.550 for the Warriors on the vault.
Leah Kindem posted a second place finish
on the balance beam with a 9.400 and Nikki
Terbilcox placed fifth on the floor exercise
with a 9.550.
Terbilcox also was the highest finisher
for the Warriors in the all around competition with a 35.200 to grab 12th place.
WSU's Emily Brys took 13th with a 35.075
and Johnson placed 14th with a 35.025.
"We were able to pull out a very good
team score, but our bars could've been better," Murray said. "If we could've put up a
higher score there, we definitely could've
challenged for second place_ and maybe
even (Centenary College) for first place."
Winona State competed on the uneven
parallel bars without its leading scorer in
the event, Mary Turba. Allison Ethen took

10th place with a score of 9.00 even for the
Warriors. Centenary won the meet with a
total score of 184.750. The host school,
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, took
second place and the Warriors came in third
with a final tally of 180.175.
"We lost the bars by just three tenths and
that could've cost us the meet," Murray
said.
On Sunday, the Warriors hosted Centenary in a dual meet at the Kids Sports Center in Winona. Centenary once again got the
best of WSU, winning the meet 188.900181.400.
"(Centenary) is a real strong team,"
Murray said. "Against a tough opponent
like them it helps us find out what we need
to do to take the next step is real advantageous for us."
The Centenary gymnasts won every
event, but the Warriors posted some favorable finishes and the floor exercise final of
47.900 tied the record for seventh best in
WSU history.
"Each of our events got a little better
than (Friday)," Murray said. "Centenary
had a great day. They are a really strong
team and we couldn't overcome their
strengths.
"A few of our scores were lower than I
would've hoped, but we performed very
well overall. It is hard to score as high as we
did at home with strict judges."

See Gymnastics, Page 10

Confidence key factor
in Warrior tennis win

`Good problems' slow
women's track team

Sara Greenlee

Sara Greenlee

WINONAN

Both the Winona State University men's and women's tennis teams lost a tough match at
home Saturday only to turn
around and take it to South
Dakota State on Sunday.
The Warrior women, led by
No.1 Karen Darveaux, swept
SDSU last weekend 9-0 at St.
T's Tennis and Sports.
"The women did much better
Sunday," WSU coach Jeff
Prondzinski said. "They played

lot more confidence."
"On the men's side, however,
it came down to the wire,"
Prondzinski said of the Warriors
5-4 victory over South Dakota
State.
Mike Lipinski won 6-0,6-0 at
No.1 for WSU, with teammate

with a

Sean Kangrga following his lead
at No.2. Stephan Orfanakos won
his single match and teamed up
with Kangrga to take the only
doubles win for theWarrior men.
Thanks to Bart Ellingson's 76,6-3 victory at No.5 WSU men
and women are currently 1-1 of
the season.
The Warriors loss came at the
hands of St. Thomas as the men
finished 7-2 and the women 6-3.
Lipinski led the men with a
6-4, 3-6, 7-6 singles victory.
Kangrga teamed up with Lipinski to take an 8-4 win in doubles,
as well.
Darveaux again took the
No.1 singles victory and the
No.1 doubles victory with teammate Joann LaShomb. Brea
Bruggeman and Lindsey Sims
teamed up to win the doubles
No. 2 for WSU.

WINONAN

The Winona State University women's track team may
still be on a hunt for the most
competitive combination of
talent, but along the way, it
continues to kill records.
Saturday, in the Pioneer
Open at UW-Platteville, the
Warriors mastered an eighth
event when the 4 x 200 meter
relay team of Jamie Miller,
Jenny Cuculi, Crystal Teske
and Val Leussler finished with
a time of 1:48.42, breaking yet
another school record.
WSU took a team score of
131 points, just behind the top
finisher, Loras College, which
had 169. UW-Platteville put up
64 points for last.
"We did very well," War-

.

Seamus Boyle/WINONAN

Megan Krenz returns

volley over the weekend.

a
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riors coach Kim Blum said. "It
was a little more of a relaxed
atmosphere, but we didn't
compete that way. That's really
reassuring going into the next
couple of indoor meets.
"We still don't have everything together yet," Blum
added. "We are still sorting
through, trying some different
people in different spots. We
have so much variability
"Don't get me wrong," she
said. "It's a good problem to
have. We just need to find out
the best combination."
The 4 x 200 relay team is
not the only good combo of the
meet. The 4 x 400 took home
first place with a time of
4:21.12. Miller and Cuculi
team up with Tracy Knippel

See Track, Page 10

Super upset Sunday

Quote 'em
"Oh please, that's insulting
to me. This is the Super
Bowl. How can you overlook somebody in the Super
Bowl?"
--St. Louis Rams head
coach Mike Martz when
asked if he overlooked the
New England Patriots.

Count 'em

Ty Gangelhoff/WiNoNAN

1960

Hanging of the edge
of their seats, Matt
Corcoran, left, Milan
Homola, and Amy
Kreidermacher watch
from the PrentissLucas basement as
the New England
Patriots close out the
final seconds of
Super Bowl XXXVI
with the game-winning field goal.

The only other year the
football and baseball championship games were both
decided on the last play or
at-bat of the game. The
Eagles stopped the Packers
and the Pirates had a walkoff homerun in 1960.

-160
differential
yard
The
between the Super Bowl
England
New
winning
Patriots and the St. Louis
Rams. The Patriots racked
up 267 yards in the win -160 less than the Rams
(427).

14
Point spread fovoring the
St. Louis Rams in the Super
Bowl. The Patriots win
ranks as the second biggest
upset in Super Bowl history.

54-point second half propels Warrior men; women blow 11-point advantage
Chris Yarolimek
WINONAN

The Winona State University men's basketball team
may not have been ready to play when it got off the bus
in St. Paul Saturday night. Concordia-St. Paul took
advantage to the Warriors slow start by taking a 38-29
halftime lead.
It was all WSU after that.
Warriors head coach Mike Leaf said the magic word
during intermission and his team responded by scoring
54 second-half points en route to an 83-67 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference win over the Golden Bears.
Justin Redetzke came off the bench to put in 10 of his

team-high 17 points in the second half to spark the
comeback. Redetzke connected on 5-of-7 from the field,
including 4-for-6 from three-point range.
Jon Urbach also knocked down four three's to go
with his 16 points and Jamie Carrier dropped in 15 with
three from behind the arc.
Ray Dawsdn led the attack for C-SP with 15 points
and six rebounds.

at home against second-place Northern State, WSU gave
away an 11-point lead in the final eight minutes in a 7973 loss to first-place Concordia-St. Paul Saturday.
On the bright side, Katie Kosters came out of a shooting slump to lead the Warriors (4-8 NSIC, 10-10 overall)
with 17 points with her 6-of-14 shooting performance.
She also dropped in 5-of-6 free throws while pulling
down seven rebounds.
Nicole Reisner chipped in 16 points with teammates
Warrior women can't close the deal
Jenny Weisner and Jenny Johnson each adding 12.
The Warrior women proved yet again that they can
The Warriors were scorched by a pair of Golden Bear
play with any team in the NSIC. But yet again, they freshman. Kayla Christensen chalked up 19 points and
couldn't close the door and hold on to the victory.
Jennifer Pozzani recorded a double-double with 18
Coming off last weep-'s debacle with six minutes left points and 13 rebounds.

WINONAN
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Terbilcox again placed third
in the all around. She was boosted by a third place finish on the
floor (9.800), a fourth place finish on the vault (9.225) and
ninth place finishes on both the
bars (8.675) and the balance
beam (8.725).

I .1
Eileen Ferguson/WINONAN

Sophomore Kristen Crouse performs her balance beam
routine against Centenary College.

Patriots ram St. Louis in XXXVI
ASSOCIATED

PREss

The "Greatest Show on Turf"
got grounded.
The St. Louis Rams are the
only team in NFL history to
score more than 500 points in
three consecutive seasons and
are loaded with playmakers.
They've grown accustomed to
scoring touchdowns with ridiculous ease.
Not in the Super Bowl.
They misfired more often
than not in their 20-17 loss to the
New England Patriots on Sunday, committing three costly
turnovers and squandering a
chance for their second championship in three seasons. The
Rams' mantra all season was that
the only team that could stop
them was the Rams, and it happened.
"It wasn't a matter of execution," Marshall Faulk said. "It
was a matter of taking care of the
ball."
All but three of the Patriots'
points came as a result of St.
Louis mistakes.
Kurt Warner, the league Most
Valuable Player, threw two interceptions. He often threw into
coverage and appeared somewhat jumpy in the pocket. Marshall Faulk, the Offensive Player
of the Year the last three years,
was neutralized.

"I don't think we were confused," Warner said. "I think we
played well. It was just those
turnovers." Even sure-handed
wide receiver Ricky Proehl
coughed it up. Proehl fumbled
after his first catch of the postseason, leading to a Patriots
touchdown before the end of the
half that put New England ahead
14-3.
"He put a helmet on the ball,"
Proehl said. "Everybody fumbles. I'm human."
Proehl atoned for the mistake
with a 26-yard touchdown catch
in the last 1:30 to tie the game.
But then the Rams' defense
failed as the Patriots drove into
position for Adam Vinatieri's 48yard field goal in the final seconds.
"When it came time to step up
and make some plays, we didn't
do it," defensive coordinator
Lovie Smith said. "You've got to
be able to stop them at the end."
The result left a very sour
taste for the 14-point favorites.
"For a long time, this is going
to be painful," defensive tackle
Tyoka Jackson said. "I was really
looking forward to that parade."
Martz reacted angrily when
asked if the Rams had overlooked the Patriots.
"Oh please, that's insulting to
me," he .said. "This is the Super
Bowl. How can you overlook
somebody in the Super Bowl?"

The Rams, who averaged 31
points during the regular season,
had their most feeble output
since a 24-17 loss to the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers on Nov. 26. St.
Louis committed six turnovers in
that game.
Outside of scoring range, St.
Louis moved the ball well. But
then Martz's wide-open attack
met it's match in Bill Belichick's
confusing defense.
"We seemed to move the ball
well enough," Martz 'said. "We
just had too many errors that
they were able to take advantage
of."

--

The Winona State University Men's Volleyball team
started off the season on the right foot last weekend when
it all eight of its matches en route to a first-place finish.
The team, ranked No. 13 in the nation, had to knock off
10th ranked University of Wisconsin -- Eau Claire twice
on Sunday to take the title.

Tourney on Tundra
at University of Minnesota-Morris
Saturday
Round 1
W vs Gutavus Adolphus College-Gold
W vs University of Minnesota--Morris
W vs St. Cloud University

25-17; 25-21
25-26; 25-17
25-19; 25-14

Round 2
W vs St. John's University
W vs University of North Dakota

25-18; 25-18
23-25; 25-14; 15-10

Sunday
Round 2
W vs University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire-Blue 25-22; 19-25; 15-13
Gold Division Round
23-25; 25-21; 16-14
W vs University of Wisconsin--Stout-Blue
W vs University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire-Blue 27 25; 25 18
-

-

Vinatieri kicks Pats into history
ASSOCIATED PRESS
What a kick for the New England Patriots!
Underdogs all season, the NFL's new top dogs
celebrated under a shower of red, white and blue
confetti that began falling as the ball flew between
the yellow uprights. •
Kicker Adam Vinatieri and holder Ken Walter

St. Louis led the NFL with 44
giveaways in the regular season-14 coming in their two
losses. That included 11 harmless turnovers in the last five
games, all victories. Ball security
was not an issue in their first two
playoff games, when they had
only one turnover.
A banged-up offensive line
forced Warner to move around
more than usual. Right tackle
Rod Jones left in the second
quarter after reinjuring his groin,
an injury he sustained in the
National Football Conference
championship game. Left tackle
Orlando Pace wore a knee brace
for the first time in his career
after also getting hurt in the NFC
final, and said afterward it limited his mobility somewhat.

2002

Men's Volleyball

Continued from Page 9
and Keri Kreuzer for that threatening four-some.
Miller took two more second
place finishes; one was with a
16' 15 1/2" long jump, and the
other in the 55m when she finished in 7.52 sec.
Knippel placed first in the
triple jump, with a leap of 35' 10
1/2". Cuculi finished first in the
200m with a time of 27.45 sec.
For the distance portion of
the meet, Sam Runde crossed
the finishing line first in the 3K
with a time of 11:29.07. Runde
also took second in the 5K,
improving nine seconds from
the last meet with a time of
19:26.66.
Overall, Winona State combined for five first places, seven
second places and eight third
places.
"It will be exciting to get to
that point where we'll have it all
together though," Blum said.

February 6,

knew right away that the 48-yard, last-play field
goal would be good, giving the Patriots a 20-17
Super Bowl victory over the heavily favored St.
Louis Rams on Sunday.
Even before the ball reached the goalpost they
leaped in the air with upraised arms.
The Patriots rushed onto the field and mobbed
Vinatieri, who had just given them the first Super
Bowl win in their 42-year history.
"We shocked the world. We didn't shock ourselves," Vinatieri said. "We're champions.
W00000!"
Vinatieri's success Sunday was no surprise.
"The clutchest kicker in the league," quarterback Tom Brady said.
He made 24 of 30 field-goal attempts in the
regular season, three on the final play. And the
South Dakotan had never missed a 6eld goal in a
dome in his six NFL seasons.
In a 16-13 playoff win over the Oakland
Raiders.two weeks ago, he kicked a 45-yard field
goal with 27 seconds left in the fourth quarter and
then connected from 23 yards in overtime.
Those kicks came during a storm and with
three inches of snow on the field. Sunday's came
in the Superdome, a perfect setting for kickers.
"Every kick's different. You just have to go out
there and do what you do and hope for the best,"
Vinatieri said. "The Raider one was probably
harder, but this one's a little bit more special.

mime

"Both kicks were pretty incredible."
Vinatieri said he had no doubt the Patriots
would drive to within field-goal range after they
got the ball at their 17-yard line with 1:21 left after
the Rams' tying touchdown.
"I knew they would because we had a ton of
champions out here and these guys never, ever
give up," he said.

His kick capped an improbable comeback from
a 5-11, last-place season in 2000. This season, the
Patriots ended with nine straight wins and their
first NFL championship.
Vinatieri didn't have much time to think about
the winning kick as he ran onto the field with the
clock stopped at 7 seconds.
"I went out there and tried to make sure I made
good contact on the ball and got it up in the air,"
he said. "It was just a matter of kicking it straight,
and when it left my foot I was pretty sure it was
good."
So was coach Bill Belichick.
"It was an easy kick," Belichick said. "There
was never really any doubt about it. It was high. It
was long. He's been clutch all year. If you want a
guy making a play at the end of game, Adam
Vinatieri — he's the one."
His 37-yard field goal gave the Patriots a 17-3
lead with 1:18 left in the third quarter. His team
needed him again after the Rams tied it on Kurt
Warner's touchdown run of 2 yards and a 26-yard
pass to Ricky Proehl.
New England got the ball' with 1:21 left and
game MVP Brady completed five of seven passes
to reach a second-and-4 at the Rams 30. The Patriots hurried to the line of scrimmage, and Brady
spiked the ball, stopping the clock for the final
play.

Return time

Nekell7kentOrat4te CO/IbM
STANDINGS
Men's Basketball

you take care of the patients,
weal help take care of the

Women's Basketball

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship; and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY RaIC

Unlike any other college course y

For more information, contact Captain Bass
at the UW-L ROTC office—(608) 785-6760/6761

Conference Overall
L W L
11
1
UM-Duluth
13 8
10
3
Northern State
15 6
9
4
Southwest State
14 6
9
4
Bemidji State
12 9
7
5
Winona State
11 9
6
6
MSU-Moorhead
12 8 :.
8
Coneordia-St.Paul 4
8 13
3 10
Wayne State
6 14
2 10
5 15
UM-Crookston
2 11
UM-Morris
3 18

can take.

Conference Overall
W
WL
Concordia-St. Paul 10 2
19 4
Northern State
10 3
15 6
UM-Duluth
9 4
16 8
Southwest State
9 4
14 7
UM-Crookston
7 5
12 9
MSU-Moorhead
7 5
11 9
Wayne State
6 7
9 12
Winona State
4 $
10 10
Bemidji State
1 12
3 18
UM-Morris
0 13
0 21

Seamus Boyle/WiNoNAN

Brea Bruggeman steps up in the first match of the
season for Winona State last Saturday.
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Kelly Bitter — Managing editor
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Similarity of new bands
causes artistic drought

I

f I would have made
New Year's resolutions this year, the first
would have been to never,
ever say a positive remark
about Britney "I-have-notalent-but-I-look-so-hotdoing-nothing-creative-orartistic-that-I-am-stillhere" Spears.
The reason for this resolution is simple:
I'm afraid the cosmos pay attention to any
notion that she should stay around longer
than she already has.
The second resolution would have been
to give up going to the movies now that
both Mandy Moore and Britney have fulllength feature films. Not to mention that in
..
the last year I have sat through "Al,"
"Vanilla Sky," "Pearl Harbor," "Lord of the
Rings," "Planet of the Apes" and "Hardball," all by my choice. The list of friends
who will not go to movies with me if I am
choosing has gotten obnoxiously long.
My vote for best movie of the year is
"Shrek," and I sincerely wish I were kidding. Yep, I'm pretty sure it's official.
We're in some sort of artistic drought.
I know that's a pretty big generalization.
but I'm having a tough time changing my
own mind. Take this weekend for instance.
I drove to and from the Twin Cities and
spent so much time channel surfing on the
radio that my finger has a blister. I would
end up settling on stations that played
oldies — '60s bubble gum music beats the
heck out of whatever cookie-cutter song the
Backstreet Boys have out right now. I can
deal with anything before disco.
Unfortunately, I'm not that picky. I listen
to everything. I am open to most anything.
There are some styles and genres I do not
like, but I don't really rip on people for their
tastes. (My roommate would beg to differ,
but I ha.ve yet to see the value of Eminem.)
I just can't tell one commercial band
from another. I know that's my problem.

Mariah Carey for the
Super Bowl pre-game.
Unfortunately, I can't
KIRBY
just have both, unlike
FOX.
Right now, I'm going
Editorial
through Best Buy and
columnist
picking CDs with my
eyes closed. Target is
kind of the same way.
They have some CDs that are super-low
priced because they're a new artist and just
trying it out. I've gotten a couple good
albums that way. John Mayer and Default,
to be exact.
Truthfully, though, I'm so lost on the
current music scene that the guys who work
at Face the Music are becoming my new
guns.
It's evident I'm not the only one. In my
History of Rock ' n' Roll class, one of our
assignments is to do a group project on a
band that has been big since 1995.
When we went around the room and
threw out band names, the majority of them
were from the 70s and 80s. Or Nirvana,
which is fine, except Kurt Cobain died in
1994 and against the advice of anyone who
listens to music, he gave control of his
songs to Courtney Love.
Basically, we're being forced to listen to
the old stuff because the new stuff is all the
same.
The boy bands speak for themselves, and
I'm going to quit drinking Pepsi after
watching three hours of Britney on Sunday
night. A lot of music that is actually played
by (dare I say) musicians is way too angstridden to listen to more than two or three
songs at a time. And I'm amazed that Alicia
Keys, with all her classical training, writes
songs with only two chords in them.
Seriously, folks, where have all the good
bands gone? No, I'm really asking you. If
there's something I should be listening to,
please e-mail me and let me know. I need
some serious entertainment help.

Trying to find something good on corporate

Reach

Kelly

Kirby

at

radio is kind of like trying to decide which kekirby2279@webmail.
is the better option: Barry Man-How or winona.edu

Make attainable resolutions
ew Year's resolutions — we
make them
Jan. 1 every year and
the majority of us have
broken them by
March.
Every year I hear
people say they are
going to lose weight,
start working out more, drink less pop or
stop eating chocolate (GASP!). But how
many of these people actually stick to these
resolutions?
I personally only know one person who
has ever stuck to her resolution. My sister
Stacie actually gave up drinking pop last
year and still doesn't drink any. Although,
she sucks down the Kool-Aid like no one
else I know, which has just as much sugar
as pop, if not more. But I suppose it's not
pop, and that's what she gave up.
(Hmmm... maybe I should let her in on my
little insight...)
I make the resolution to eat less chocolate and to get in shape every year, and. I
actually stick to it for about a month. Come
the end of January I have had at least one
pig-out fest and sat in front of the TV afterward to let all that yummy sugar and fat
attach itself permanently to my hips or
thighs. Everyone does it, and everyone feels
like a big hypocrite afterwards. So why not
start making New Year's resolutions we can
stick to?
About 99.9 percent of females make the
resolution to lose weight. About 99.9 percent of males make the resolution to get in
shape. If we would just specify what exactly we want to resolve, it would be a whole

lot easier to stick to.
My personal weakness is
chocolate. Especially dark
chocolate. This year my New
Year's resolution was to cut
back on Dove dark chocolate
bars. And believe it or not, I
haven't had one since Dec.
31! (I had to have just one
last candy bar before I began
my fast). I feel much better about myself
knowing I set something and I stuck to it,
even if it was only giving up a certain
chocolate bar.
Instead of saying, "I am going to lose
weight and get in shape," a friend of mine
said she was going to work on her butt. She
too has stuck to her resolution.
"I feel much better about myself knowing that I didn't give up; I know I will stick
to this because it's so easy. Maybe next year
I will work on my abs. Hey, by the time I'm
30 maybe I'll have actually lost some
weight! But I guess you have to start somewhere," my friend Karen told me the other
day.
Seriously, what is the point of making a
resolution you know is impossible to stick
to? Everyone eventually breaks theirs and
gets all depressed about not following
through. What is the point of putting yourself through that sucky time of being all
bummed out? All the self-pity, depression,
empty Doritos bags, (oops! Maybe that's
just me) isn't going to get you anywhere.
Next year make a resolution you can stick
to.

Reach
Krystal
Kapler
at
k1kapler6764@webmai1.
winona. edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Eating Disorders Awareness
Week starts Feb. 18
Eating disorders are prevalent
among females and males of all
ages. If you know someone or you
yourself are preoccupied with
weight, food and body image, then
this is a series you will want to read.
We are part of the Community
Eating Disorder Awareness Coalition. This organization promotes
awareness of eating disorders. Feb.
18-22 is Eating Disorder Awareness
Week. During this week, many
events will be held to raise awareness of eating disorders. This fourpart series will address characteristics of eating disorders, healthy .
body image, prevention and treatment, and how to be healthy in
2002. This week's letter will focus
on what eating disorders are and the
characteristics of three of the main

eating disorders: anorexia nervosa,
bulimia nervosa and compulsive
overeating (binge eating disorder).
Eating disorders often include
intense behaviors, attitudes and
emotions about food, weight and
body image. Anorexia nervosa is
self-starvation and excessive weight
loss associated with some severe
health consequences. Some of the
primary symptoms of anorexia nervosa include:
■ Feeling "fat" or overweight
regardless of an obvious decrease in
weight
■ Intense concern with body
weight and shape
■ Distorted body image
■ Loss of menstrual periods with
post-puberty women and girls
■ Fear of gaining weight or
becoming "fat"
A number of health consequences
can be linked to anorexia nervosa.
Because the body is being deprived
of nutrients that are essential to
function properly, the body is forced
to slow down all its processes to
conserve energy. When the body is
forced to slow down, serious medical conditions may occur. These
conditions include:
■ Abnormally slow heart rate
and low blood pressure (which
means the heart muscle is going
through a change and the risk of
heart failure increases)
■ Fatigue, fainting and in general
overall weakness
■ Severe dehydration, which can
lead to kidney problems
■ Muscle loss and weakness
■ Reduition of bone density,
which leads to osteoporosis
■ Dry hair and skin, and also hair
loss may be seen
Bulimia nervosa is a continuous

cycle of binging followed by purging (a way to get rid the food just
eaten). Severe health consequences
are also associated with bulimia.
Some of the symptoms of bulimia
are:
■ Eating a large amount of food
in a short amount of time, often
doing it in secrecy, and disregarding
feelings of fullness and feeling "out
of control"
■ After this "binge" a form of
purging occurs to make up for the
excessive amount of calories taken
in; self-induced vomiting, use of
laxatives or other diuretic, or excessive exercise or fasting
■ Extreme concern with shape
and weight
Bulimia nervosa also has health
consequences associated with it.
Due to the reoccurring binging and
purging cycles, the entire digestive
system can be affected; also causing
electrolyte and chemical imbalances
that will affect the heart and other
vital organs in the body. Some of
these conditions include:
■ Tooth decay and staining from
stomach acids released during vomiting
■ Inflammation and possible
rupture of the esophagus from vomiting
■ Imbalances in electrolytes that
can lead to an irregular heart beat
and possibly heart failure or even
death. The imbalances of electrolytes are due to losses of potassium and sodium and dehydration
from the purging.
Another eating disorder to be
aware of is binge eating disorder, or
compulsive eating. This is a relatively new accepted eating disorder.
This condition includes frequent
episodes of uncontrolled eating of
large amounts of food. Research is
still being done to completely understand this disorder.
Some of the symptoms include:
■ Eating alone
■ Eating a large amount of food
in a short amount of time, often
doing it in secrecy, and disregarding
feelings of fullness and feeling "out
of control"
■ Feeling ashamed, disgusted or
guilty following a binge
Like the other two disorders discussed, binge eating also has health
consequences associated with it.
Some of the health risks are linked
to obesity.
Potential consequences include:
■ High blood pressure
■ High cholesterol
■ Heart disease due to increased
triglyceride levels
Eating disorders are complicated

and occur as a result of many conditions. Many factors can contribute to
an eating disorder, such as interpersonal, social or psychological conditions.
Although most eating disorders
begin with a preoccupation with
food, weight and shape, the disorder
is about much more than just food.
Using food to control feelings and
emotions are what people with eating disorders commonly do. This
sense of control with diets, exercise,
binging and purging may seem like
a temporary solution to the underlying problem, but in the long run,
these behaviors can cause damage to
a person's physical health, selfesteem and sense of control.
may
factors
Interpersonal
include:
■ Disturbed personal and family
relationships
■ Difficult time expressing feelings and emotions
■ History of abuse (physically or
sexually)
■ Being teased based on
size/weight
Social factors may include:
■ Society's one-way thinking
that outer appearance is more important than inner qualities and
strengths of a person
■ Cultural stress that marvel at
thinness and place value on having
the "perfect body," when in fact it is
unattainable
Psychological
factors
may
include:
■ Low self-esteem
■ Depression, loneliness and
apprehension
■ Feeling a lack of control over
life
Other factors may also contribute
to eating disorders. Research is still
inconclusive as to whether or not it
is possible that biological or biochemical causes may contribute to
eating disorders.
As stated before, eating disorders
are complicated conditions that have
many contributions and potential
causes. If an eating disorder has
been diagnosed, professional help is
highly recommended to put a stop to
a self-perpetuating cycle of devastation to the body, physically, emotionally and socially. Stay tuned for
next week's continuation of the
series with a letter regarding healthy
body image.
**Information taken from Eating
Disorder Awareness and Prevention
booklet**

Lindsey Borresen and
Sara Bauer
Juniors/Exercise Science

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation and go to the grave with the song still in them. -Henry David Thoreau
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We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opiriions in these columns. The opinions expressed in
the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona
State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include your
full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members must include full
name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include full name and phone
number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They
can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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The 11th annual Shades of
Blue Tattoo and Body Piercing
show took place in' La Crosse,
Wis., last weekend. More than
60 tattoo artists and body
piercers filled the La Crosse
Center. Weekend events included
various tattoo contests, fashion
shows and rock bands playing.

Top Left: Jon Bowman (left) and Chris May work on drawings.
Top Right: Scott Sanger of Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., gets his ears
pierced by Dan McKenzi of Permanent Skin Art.
Left: Lucie Wacker shows off her back piece.
Bottom Right : Robyn Malecha of Waseca, Minn., gets
tatooed.
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Photos and Text by Eileen Ferguson/Winonan
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